Abstract-Speaker recognition approach can be categorized into speaker identification and speaker verification. These two subfields have a bit varied in definition from domain usage. If we has a voice input, the goal of speaker verification is for authentication by determining an answer from a question: "is the voice someone's voice?" For speaker identification, will try to find an answer: "the voice is whose voice?" It can be thought that verification is a special case of open-set identification. In this work, deep learning model using a convolution neural network (CNN) for speaker identification is proposed. The voice input to the method is no constrained on the words the speaker speaks. That means it is in a form of text-independent of which more difficult than text-dependent system. By the method, each 2 seconds of the speaker voice is transform to a spectrogram image and input to the generated CNN model training from scratch. The proposed CNN based method is compared to the classic Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients ( 
I. INTRODUCTION
Technology of voice recognition can be roughly divided into two sub-areas, which are speech recognition and speaker recognition [1] . Speech recognition is an approach for analyzing the contents of the words/speech that a speaker speaks. Each of the speech recognition system use many of algorithms to convert the sound waves into useful data for processing which is then interpreted by the machine. These Manuscript received August 25, 2018; revised March 19, 2019 . This work was supported by grants from Suranaree University of Technology (SUT), Thailand.
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systems then produce an output generated in the form of text to be used [2] . Whereas, speaker recognition is the method used to identify whom the speaker speak such words/speech. The techniques for speaker recognition attempt to cover the different aspects for recognizing persons from their voice. Because each speaker has his or her characteristic manner of speaking, including the use of a particular accent, rhythm, intonation style, pronunciation pattern, choice of vocabulary and so on [3] . Speaker recognition systems can be divided into text-dependent and text-independent. In text-dependent systems suited for cooperative users, where the recognition phrases are fixed, or known beforehand [4] . In text-independent systems, there are no constraints on the words that the speakers are allowed to speak. Thus, the reference (what are spoken in training) and the test (what are uttered in actual use) utterances may have completely different content, and the recognition system must consider this phonetic mismatch. Text-independent recognition is the much more challenging of the two tasks [3] . Moreover, in real life, text-independent systems are more commercially attractive than text-dependent systems because it is harder to mimic an unknown phrase than a known one [5] In this work, we focus on text-independent of speaker recognition, which can be roughly divided into two parts: speaker identification and speaker verification [6] . These two subfields have a bit varied in definition from domain usage. The goal of speaker verification is for authentication by determining an answer from a question: "is the voice someone's voice?" For speaker identification, will try to find an answer: "the voice is whose voice?" It can be thought that verification is a special case of open-set identification. Where, speaker identification is the process of identifying the speaker from a given utterance by comparing the voice biometrics of the utterance with those utterance models stored beforehand [7] . In our study, the method for text-independent speaker identification is proposed.
The classical Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) method is likely the most popular feature extraction strategy used to date [6] for audio and speech signal. From literature, most of the state-of-the-art speaker identification systems use MFCC as feature extractor, and then feed these features to GMM-based approaches for creating speaker models for identification [7] . Nevertheless, the researchers are primary proposed the techniques suitable for a large amount of speech in training and test [8] . Considering for the short utterances of speech in speaker identification, as a result, is a challenging domain. For our proposed work, CNN based method using spectrogram image from short utterances of speech are investigated. The method experiment compare to the classic feature extracted of MFCC and CNN that use signal wave image as an input. [7] .
Normally, the methods for speaker identification task can be divided into two mainly processes, which are the training process and the testing (identification or matching) process. The training process can also be separated into 4 stages as follow:
1) Inputting the speech signal 2) Pre-processing of the speech 3) Normalization 4) Feature extraction As mentions previously, feature extraction is the most significant stage for speaker identification. As a result, most researches tried to explore the varieties of techniques for extracting the feature from speech data aims at identifying of each speaker. Because MFCCs based feature extraction approaches have been tentatively used more than any others did, therefore, we can category the methods for feature extraction of speaker identification task in to MFCC-based approach and non-MFCC-based approach.
For MFCC-based approach, the filter banks are designed in a manner to operate in a similar way to the human auditory frequency perception [9] . Many fusions of MFCC-based featured have been continuously studied [10] - [12] . By combining two different set of features from MFCCs and Perceptual Linear Predictive Coefficients (PLPC) using ensemble classifiers in conjunction with principal component transformation can significantly improve the performance of the MFCC-GMM speaker recognition systems in [10] . Wang and Johnson [11] also investigated MFCC features combined with Residual Phase Cepstrum Coefficients (RPCC). It offered significant overall improvement to the robustness and accuracy of speaker identification tasks. Recently, Ma, Yu, Tan, and Guo [12] used MFCC features incorporated to histogram transform feature for text-independent speaker identification task.
A group of non MFCC-based approach employed other methods to extract the features of speech for speaker identification. Example of such non-MFCC features are Auditory-based time frequency Transform (AT) proposed in [13] . Mean Hilbert envelope coefficient (MHEC) is a feature that studied in a work of Godin et al., [14] and a work of Sadjadi and Hansen [15] . Power-normalized cepstral coefficient (PNCC) feature was proposed in [15] and [16] . Where Feature extraction method using Fisher Vector (FV) also investigated by Jiang et al., [17] . Nevertheless, Lukic et al., [18] , explored a novel deep learning technique. They proposed deep learning based on CNNs model and that verified the model by using connected speech samples provided by TIMIT.
A. Convolution Neural Network (CNN)
CNN is one particular neural network model in deep learning technique. It is well known in machine learning and computer vision communities since ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC 2012) when CNN architecture of AlexNet [19] by Krizhevsky et al., won the competition. The name tells this network use the convolution operation as the key processing operation. CNN network came from three of concepts, which are sparse interaction, parameter sharing, and equivariant representation [20] . Such concepts transform to the network configuration shows in Fig.  1 . In order to learn and extract the features from input, three of principle stages are used which are convolution stage follow by nonlinearity stage using ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) function and pooling stage. Many of these principle stages are consecutively used as layer-by-layer in the network for automatically extracting the deep features. The beginning layers to the intermediated layers are used aiming at extracting the features by the learning process. Such learned features are then sending to the layers near the end of the network for the classification process. Where, the Fully Connected (FC) networks as the traditional neural network manner are always used. Finally, softmax function is applied for the last layer in order to gain the output in probability fashion. For each convolution stage/layer in CNN, many filters of size k×k×D are employed to convolute with the incoming input as shown in Fig. 2 . Filter is applied once at a time to convolute with the input in a form of sliding windows. The convolution result from one filter is one of the feature map output. As a result, when N filters are applied, the whole output from the convolution stage is the stack of N feature maps as depict on the right side of Fig. 2 . Feature maps result from the convolution stage will pass through a non-linear Retified Linear Unit (ReLU) function in order to extract the non-linear property of the features. ReLU function is shown in Fig. 3(a) . The function converts all the negative values to zero where keeps the others as the original. Fig. 3(b) .
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The stage of pooling in a network uses for subsampling the data to the previous stage feature maps output. After the pooling stage, as a result, the dimension of width (W) and height (H) of the feature maps will decrease. Differences of the subsampling size can be applied for the pooling stage. For example, when the pooling size of 3×3 windows is used, the only one value from nine values in the windows is selected as the subsampling value. Therefore, max pooling, average pooling, or any others pooling types can be applied to selected such one subsampling value. Fig. 4 shows an example when the average pooling and max pooling are employed to the same locations of 3×3 windows size. In CNN model, many layers consisting of the previous mention principle stages, which are convolution, nonlinearity by ReLU, and pooling are consecutively arranged to form a network in feature learning process. Some other stages may include such as the stage of normalization and dropout. Then, the extracted features that learned from the feature learning process will be arranged in a vector form and some of FC layers the same as the traditional multi-layer perceptron (MLP) are used in the layers before softmax layer. Finally, for the layer before output, softmax function is applied in order to transform the output values of the network in term of probability. Softmax function is defined by (1) .
where is an output of each , e is the exponential value of , and is the component of vector .
B. Spectrogram Image
A spectrogram is a visual representation of the spectrum of frequencies of sound or other signal as they vary with time. Spectrograms are sometimes called sonographs, voiceprints, or voicegrams. When the data is represented in a 3D plot they may be called waterfalls [21] . Figure 5 (b) depicts a 2D example of spectrogram in gray scale image. It is a spectrogram transformed from the signal wave in 2 seconds of speech depicted in Fig. 5(a) . It can be inferred that spectrogram is an image of its spectrum. A spectrogram image can be created by applying a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to the recorded signal of speech. The FFT can analyze the signal by essentially separating the frequencies and amplitudes of its component simplex waves. The result can then be displayed visually, with degrees of amplitude at various frequencies by time. Spectrogram image will represent the level the energy from light-to-dark. In case it represent color is white or nearly white, its means there is no or small energy. Oppositely, If they has a lot of energy, it represent color is black or nearly black.
C. Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs)
The processes of MFCCs based feature extracted method are shown in Fig. 6 . The method starts by the normalization and preprocessing of the speech or acoustic signal if it is needed. Then, the time analysis is performed by employing framing and windowing operation before the FFT process. After that, Mel-scale filter bank is applying and wrapping into the logarithm scale. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is then used as a process before calculating the Cepstral Mean Subtraction (CMS). Such CMS coefficients are the features extracted by MFCCs method. That means, MFCCs based feature extracted method used frequency analysis based on
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progressing the speech frame through filter bank [7] . The result from the method is the extracted features in a form of MFCCs coefficients. These MFCCs coefficients, as a result, can be further employed for analyzing or classifying by any purpose. Fig. 6 . MFCCs feature extraction method [7] .
III. PROPOSED WORK
We use CNN based training from scratch in our proposed work. Therefore, the appropriated CNN model for the studied data set is generated using an empirical experiment. We implement the model by Matlab. The structure of a CNN model proposed for Thai speaker identification shows in Table I . The model train on 1000 epoch with learning rate of 0.001. The stochastic gradient descent with momentum (SGDM) optimization algorithm is employed. The momentum term is set to 0.9 and the regularization term is 0.5. As demonstrate in Table I , Our proposed CNN model train from scratch employs only three of the convolution layers, there are in layer number 2, 6, and 10, respectively. Pooling layers with max pooling are used in layer number 5 and 9. Where, batch normalization layer is inserted after all convolution layers. ReLU layer is then also followed all batch normalization layers. We use only one of fully connected layer, which is a layer before softmax and output layer.
The detail of each layer is also explained on the right most column of Table I . Input to a network is a gray scale image of spectrogram or a gray scale image of raw signal wave. Both are in sized of 187× 212. The first convolution layer uses 8 filters of size 3×3. The second convolution layer uses 16 filters of size 3×3, and the third convolution layer uses 32 filters of size 3×3. All pooling layers use the subsampling in a windows size of 2×2, and striding by two positions. In this work, we experiment on a dataset from 5 speakers speak in Thai language, there, an output from the classification output layer is set to 5 for 5 classes we need to classify.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Data Set Preparation
Our work focuses the study to the speakers that used Thai language in social media input. We, therefore, used five of Thai speaker's voice in .wav format from YouTube. Then, Audacity software is used to convert such audio files into nomo files. Finally, we consecutively cut each file into 100 samples of 2 seconds each by Matlab. For each speaker, 80 samples are for training and the remaining 20 sample are for testing.
For MFCC method, MFCC coefficients are extracted as the features from each sample and SVM is used as the classifier. For a method that use raw signal wave image to CNN, we plot signal wave of each sample and save it as an image file in JPEG format for training and testing with CNN model. An example of the signal wave image is already shown in Fig. 5(a) . In addition, for our proposed method, each signal wave sample is transform to spectrogram image. Such images are then use for training and testing with the appropriated generated CNN model. An example of the spectrogram image is also shown previously in Fig. 5(b) . Table II shows the accuracy result from the classification when the proposed method is compared to MFCC method and CNN of signal wave method. The experiments conduct on 50 times to the testing set for each method. Maximum and average of the classification accuracy show for comparison. It reveals the proposed CNN based method using spectrogram image get the highest average accuracy of 95.83%. When signal wave image is used as an input to the CNN model, it exposes very bad result, only 49.77% on an average accuracy. In case of the traditional MFCC based method, the average accuracy is less than the proposed method around 5%. 
B. Experimental Results
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C. Discussions
By the proposed CNN based method that creating the CNN models from scratch, a model uses a spectrogram image as an input reveals a very attractive result to the studied dataset. That means, transforming the raw signal data into the spectrogram images and learn them by the suitable creating CNN model could be extracted the variance distinct features of the speakers. The proposed model, therefore, exposes the high accuracy result compared to the traditional method. Most researches of speaker identification were studied on the dataset that speakers speak on English language. Moreover, in literatures, none of work related CNN based method studied for Thai speaker identification. In this work, we also focus on the two difficult challenges in speaker recognition, which are a challenge when text-independent of speech is used and a challenge when only the short utterances of speech are considered. For the future research directions, we are still interesting in deep learning models and Thai speaker identification. That may investigate on the transfer-learning scenario when some of the CNN pre-trained models are applied to the studied dataset. In a case when consider a very short utterances of speech, another model of deep learning named deep autoencoder is also interesting.
V. CONCLUSION
CNN based method by training from scratch for text-independent speaker identification is proposed in this work. Each sample of signal wave is transformed to spectrogram and use as a gray scale input image to the network. Our proposed method that the spectrogram image use as an input also compare to a case when image of raw signal wave is employed to the CNN model and MFCC based method. Experiments are conducted on five speakers speak in Thai language of which voices are extracted from YouTube.
It reveals the proposed CNN based method trains on spectrogram image of voice is the best compared the other two methods. The average classification results of the testing set by the proposed method is 95.83% of accuracy. For MFCC based method is 91.26% and for CNN trained on image of raw signal wave is only 49.77%. The proposed method is very efficient for text-independent approach where only short utterance of voice is needed as an input.
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